
Is it Wrong to Chase After Our Dreams?
If you take the biblical precedent of Jesus’ way of operating during his time in Samaria and Judah in the
1st century, then we must not do anything unless the Spirit tells us what to do. That goes for what we say
as well. But, is that really all that we have to do? 

There’s a new message coming through from Father that’s building at the present time and it relates to
how we operate more maturely as sons. Unfortunately, the new mode is diametrically opposed to the
standard one (i.e. ‘don’t do anything unless the Spirit tells you’ mode). I’ll cover the new one in summary
here, but I’ll teach more on it when I get further downloads.

When Jesus said he only did what he saw Father doing and he only said what he heard Father saying, he
was speaking out of his oneness with Father. Because he knew Father’s heart, desires and plans, through
his intimacy with him, he was able to make the statements that he did, without having experienced direct
seeing and hearing. Let me explain that a little bit more.

He could ‘see’ what Father was doing because he intimately witnessed how Father operated. He could
‘hear’ what Father wanted him to do because he communicated with him all the time and he heard what
was in Father’s heart for people and nations. That hearing didn’t need to be directives for every thing he
did and said. His seeing didn't need to be everything he saw Father doing in the natural realm.

When he said that he only did Father’s will, it wasn’t necessarily following a set of Father’s commands
every day. He fulfilled Father’s will because he knew him intimately and could operate totally within
Father’s heart every moment of every day.1

True, there may have been many instances where Father told him want to do and say in the moment, but
that wasn’t his normal mode of operation. Oneness was his mode – one heart and one mind.

That’s what he wants for all his sons and that’s the type of operational mode that he’s taking us into – but
only if we let him.

Translating Jesus’ oneness mode to what it means for us today is very important. It raises the question:
How is Father wanting us to operate in this new era of the Kingdom?

The most important things are what I covered above. We are to operate out of deep oneness with him so
we do and say things out of his heart and in line with his plans.

On top of that, we need to listen to the Spirit speaking to us all of the time, in case he has an instruction.
However, we’re not automatons who have to wait for him to tell us everything. As sons we have our
autonomy, which means we can make decisions on our own recognisances if need be. Those decisions
will be very good, only if we know Father’s heart and plans because he’s been communicating with us.

Another thing is to recognise that a lot of what we dream of and think of doing has come from Father.
He’s placed the desires in our heart and mind, but we mostly think it’s our thoughts and ideas. We have to
practise discerning where our heart’s desires are coming from so we can follow the dreams he’s given us,
instead of rejecting everything, bar what we receive from Holy Spirit.

To help us understand his desire for us to follow our dreams, he’s given us this message:

“Beloved, I have placed destiny within you. When you feel dreams stirring and you cannot escape
them, run with that desire. Stop making excuses for why your dreams haven’t been realized. Seek me
for wisdom.

1 – LISTEN TO: Mike Parsons (3-1-2022) “What are God's intentions for our future?”     youtu.be/gPeYKYHacSw 
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If you truly want to see those dreams come to pass, it’s going to take effort and commitment. It’s time
to be the best version of you that you can be. Make a habit of diligence. Make a habit out of running
after your dreams. You’re worthy and capable!

It’s up to you to choose the greater desires over the temporary distractions. Walk away from social
media and the things that waste your time, and choose to go after what you most desire. I have created
you to succeed.

That doesn’t mean you won’t fail. It means that there are lessons you will learn along the way. Failing
pushes you to dig further in [your communication with me]. It drives you into my presence for greater
wisdom. Roadblocks only serve as an alternate route.

They give you a different perspective, by causing you to walk around them to see what you’ve missed.
They can be launching pads to a different dimension of your dream that you haven’t considered.” 2

A confirming message, but on a different theme, came from Father through a different person recently:
“"My people are shrinking to fit into a space they are not meant for."
This morning, the Lord gave me a dream in which round pegs were dropping into square holes. This is
an analogy that we usually use where the round peg would not be able to fit  into a square hole.
However, as I inquired of the Lord about this picture, He said His people are becoming smaller to fit
into an expected space.” 3

Get the idea?

My Experiences
In the past, there have been many things I have done which the Spirit didn’t instruct me to do. I did them
because they were sound and because I didn’t get a negative feeling about them. 

One instance of that was in the 1980s when I had the goat stud that I always wanted. I never asked the
Lord about starting one or asked him which animals to buy. I eventually discovered that he was with me
in that enterprise in a very profound way. I was complaining about the goats one afternoon and he spoke
audibly to me and said, “I gave you those goats”. You could have ‘knocked me down with a feather’ when
that happened, but it was him telling me that he was partnering with me in the background, even when I
didn’t work directly with him.
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